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Purpose 

As teachers, we have a lot going on in our minds. When situations arise, we must weigh all the 
options and consequences of our actions before we can jump in and handle it. Our own stress does 
not always help us think clearly about punishments and their lasting effects.  

Part of the restorative system is buy in from the wrong-doing student. Many times, they won't take 
a restorative option when they are so upset. However, if we teach them how to reflect and ask for 
a restorative option, we have a better chance of gaining their buy-in. Also, it pushes us to be 
creative - instead of an office referral, how could this student make things right with me and 
others? These solutions are difficult and don't always come to mind first. When kids take ownership 
and come looking for alternatives, it will be motivating for teachers and students alike. 

Teacher Work 

Pull kids to a circle.  

  

"The other day, we talked about the difference between restorative justice and punitive 

punishment. We may have seen both kinds of consequences happen in school. Sometimes, we were 

asked to make things right, and other times, we may have been written up or missed recess. 

Today, I want to build up you as an advocate who asks for a different option after making a 

mistake or doing harm." 

  

“Let’s say a classmate does damage to a relationship in class by calling another student ‘stupid.’ 

We have talked about the weight of our words, how we treat people in class, but this student was 

angry and made a mistake. Turn and tell your friend what a punitive option would be for this 

behavior.” 

 

As students talk, it will become apparent whether or not they remember the difference between a 

punitive and restorative punishment. Take the opportunity to do a quick reteach if necessary. 

 

“Now, let me walk you through what could happen. Let’s say the student gets an office referral 

and will miss recess because of it. They have the power, right there, to ask, ‘Can I have a 

restorative option?’ This is telling the teacher that the student wants to solve the problem a 

different way. They see people were hurt. They are sorry and want to make it better. Then, the 

teacher, by themselves or with the student can follow the steps on the poster to design a way that 

the student can repair the harm.” 

 

1. Name it. 

The student did damage when he called another student “stupid.” He hurt the student’s 

feelings, perhaps took advantage of a sensitive topic to do more hurt, and lost trust in the 

classroom. He also damaged his reputation with others by saying unkind things. 

 

2. Understand it. 

Ask… how is the person feeling? What hurt was caused? How might other people feel after seeing 

this occur? 

 

 

Be sure to have 

taught the 

"introduction to 

restorative justice" 

lesson. 

 

Having a poster 

of these steps 

will help students 

discuss each 

scenario during 

the “student 

work.” 
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3. Own it. 

We have control over our own actions and the positive or negative impact we have on others. The 

student can start with an apology, but it has to move past that. Trust was broken. How do we start 

to build back the trust that others don’t need to be worried that I may say something unkind to 

them? 

 

4.       Take Action. 

Make a plan. Perhaps the student heads off a kindness campaign in the classroom. Perhaps they 

make the goal of having 5 positive interactions a day for a week in order to repair the trust of 

others. Perhaps they play with the hurt student at recess and start to build a friendship. Make a 

real goal that can be seen and measured. 

 

5.       Move on. 

You have now learned something important to help you in the future. Apologies and fixes only 

mean something if you show how it changed you. We will inevitably make mistakes again, but we 

have done the work to learn this lesson about kind words. Move on with forgiveness for yourself 

and others. 

 

Student Work 

I am now going to give you a scenario from school in small groups. (Scenarios are below.) Using 

the 5 steps, design a restorative option for the student. How can they fix what happened? Be sure 

to go a step past “sorry.” Apologies have a lot of power, but lessons are learned when we must 

act on our apology. 

Closing 

Now, these student restorative options will probably need some work. Students have a hard time 

accepting that an apology is not the end of a restorative solution. They also may come up with 

unrealistic expectations (become friends, play every day, never talk again). These wide sweeping 

conclusions are unreasonable. On another day, you can bring up the scenarios one by one. 

Deconstruct the plan through asking questions, “do you think that’s possible?” or “what would 

happen in real life if we tried this?” Students don’t need to be experts at designing these 

solutions…only teachers do. But, if they have an understanding of the process and the many 

possible outcomes, it may help them lean this way when a problem comes up. 

Also, keep in mind that not every situation warrants a restorative response. Sometimes, students do 

not comply with all the steps of true restoration. Sometimes, an office referral is required by 

administration for a serious offense. Just keep in mind that most situations, especially at the 

elementary level, can be solved with more empathy education and coaching. See where thinking 

this way leads.  
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I feel like people are telling mean secrets about me. I see 

a group of girls turning and laughing when I walk by. 

Who needs to be involved? What’s a restorative option?  

 

 

I got an office referral for cheating on my test. 

Who needs to be involved? What’s a restorative option? 

 

 

I drew on my chair when I was angry. 

Who needs to be involved? What’s a restorative option? 

 

I tagged a friend too hard at recess, and they fell down, 

got hurt, and told the teacher. 

Who needs to be involved? What’s a restorative option? 


